
The shadow missionThe shadow mission

by Shamim Sarif
After facing down death to prove her dedication to Athena, the elite
organization of female spies she works for, Jessie Archer heads to
Pakistan to take down the man whose actions spurred Athena's
founders to create the secretive squad.

TTeen Killers Cleen Killers Club : novelub : novel

by Lily Sparks
When seventeen-year-old Signal Deere is been framed for the murder
of her best friend, she joins a secret society of teenage assassins to
avoid a lifetime behind bars.

TTell me my nameell me my name

by Amy Lynn Reed
Eighteen-year-old Fern's life spirals out of control after troubled
former child star Ivy Avila arrives on Commodore Island, ultimately
forcing Fern to take agency over her own existence.
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All your twisted secretsAll your twisted secrets

by Diana Urban
Invited to a school scholarship dinner, a queen bee, a star athlete, a
valedictorian, a stoner, a misfit and a music geek find themselves
trapped in a room where one of them must die to save the lives of
the others.

Be not far from meBe not far from me

by Mindy McGinnis
Feeling more at home in the woods than under a roof, Ashley finds
the limits of her survival abilities tested when a betrayal and an
accident strand her in untracked territory.

The cousinsThe cousins

by Karen M. McManus
Invited to their grandmother’s island resort for the summer, three
cousins who have never previously met uncover dark family secrets
about why their parents were disinherited and what they must do to
regain their grandmother’s favor.

Dragonfly GirDragonfly Girll

by Marti Leimbach
Entering a prestigious science contest hoping to help her cash-
strapped mother, science enthusiast Kira lands a part-time job at a
celebrated scientist’s lab before her unexpected discovery of how to
reverse death enmeshes her in an international rivalry.

Good GirGood Girl, Bad Bloodl, Bad Blood

by Holly Jackson
Pip reluctantly dons her detective cap once again when the police
refuse to help search for a friend who goes missing on the night their
community hosts a memorial for the victims of the murder case she
and Ravi solved a year earlier.

HawkHawk

by James Patterson
Growing up hard and fast in gritty, post-apocalyptic New York City,
17-year-old Hawk, a teen who is not aware of her relation to Max,
gives up her search for her biological family before realizing that she
is being targeted by an assassin.

The IniThe Initial Insultial Insultt

by Mindy McGinnis
Ostracized by the elite community of Amontillado, Ohio, after the
disappearance of her parents, Tress organizes a Halloween costume
party at an abandoned house, where she launches a macabre plan to
force a popular former friend to confess what she knows.

The Secret Life of KiThe Secret Life of Kitty Grangertty Granger

by G. D. Falksen
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